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LESSON 1 – What is Judaism?
Instructions:
1. Use the worksheet to find the meaning of the keywords listed on slide 3. Check your answers 

on slide 4. 
2. Read the background information on slide 5 and using a highlighter, zoom in on and highlight 

any dates, times, places and key words which link with God’s relationship with humans. 
3. Watch the entire video. Type in the youtube link into a web browser or access the video 

directly on youtube by following the instructions on slide 7. Complete the task on slide 7. 
4. Read the information sheet titled ‘What is Judaism? On slide 12. Summarise what the main 

Jewish beliefs are about God.
5. Using the same information sheet on slide 12, complete the table titled ‘Different types of 

Jews’ on slide 9.  
6. At the end,  complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 10 which is your independent task. Once 

complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 11. PLEASE NOTE: IF 
YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS DOWN, COMPLETE 
THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION 
SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 2



LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.
Complete the DNA activity first then write the date and LO

DN
A Questions 

Using the worksheet find the meanings of the keyword:
- Orthodox Jew
- Reform Jew
- Covenant
- Rabbi

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 3

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Questions 
Using the worksheet find the meanings of the keyword:
- Orthodox Jew – Jews who believe on maintaining the 

traditional beliefs and practices of Judaism. 
- Reform Jew – A group of Jews who believe that Judaism can 

change or modernise over time.
- Covenant – An agreement between God and the People.
- Rabbi – The leader of a Synagogue. 

4
LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

DNA ANSWERS
Green Pen Reflection

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Jews believe that around 4000 years ago God made a covenant (an 

agreement between God and people) with a man called Abraham who 
lived in a city called Ur Kasdim, in what is now Iraq. God told 

Abraham that he had chosen him and his descendants to be a great 
nation of people who would have a special relationship with him. 

Originally, the descendants of Abraham were known as Hebrews, or 
Israelites. People began to call them Jews around 2700 years ago. 

This is because many of them were living in a southern part of Israel 
called Judah. 

6

LO: To explain Jewish beliefs about God and to understand the different types of Jews. 
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai and Hashem.
LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Watch the entire video

Type the full web address 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73Ws

Ine-FKg
or go to Youtube and type in the following

TASK: 
• Write down 3 key Jewish beliefs.

• How is an orthodox Jew different to a 
reform. Provide an example. 

7

LO: To explain Jewish beliefs about God and to understand the different types of Jews. 
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai and Hashem.
LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73WsIne-FKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0huH58nb0k
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To explain Jewish beliefs about God and to understand the different types of Jews. 
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai and Hashem.

Success Criteria:
 Write in full sentences

 Highlight or underline key 
words

Complete this table. Use your 
information sheet titled ‘What 
is Judaism?’ on slide 9 to find 
key information for each types 
of Jew. 

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To explain Jewish beliefs about God and to understand the different types of Jews. 
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai and Hashem.
LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Explain two Jewish beliefs about God. 

One Jewish belief about God is that…

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

Jews believe that there is a single God who not only created the 
universe, but with whom every Jew can have an individual and 
personal relationship. They believe that God continues to work in 
the world, affecting everything that people do. The Jewish
relationship with God is a covenant relationship.

According to Jewish belief, God has many qualities. God is One 
and therefore, Judaism is a monotheistic religion. According to 
Jewish teachings, God does not have multiple parts. God is one.
Omnipotent - God is all-powerful. He is all-powerful as He 
created the world and everything in it. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LESSON 2 – How did Judaism began? 
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA questions on slide 17 and self-assess using a green pen and the 

answers on slide 18. 
2. Read the background information on slide 20.  Briefly explain who the three 

patriarchs are in Judaism. 
3. Read the worksheet titled ‘How did Judaism begin’ on slide 26 Using the information 

sheet complete the task on slide 21. You need to complete the question matrix on 
slide 22. Once finished, complete the challenge task on slide 22.

4. Read the worksheet “How did Judaism began” Write 5 bullet points about Moses and 
summarise the story of the plague.  

5. Complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 24 and use the ‘Teacher Exemplar’ on slide 25 
to self-assess using a green pen once complete. You may use the resources to help 
you write up your answer. 

6. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 
IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 

17



LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.

Complete the DNA activity first then write the date and LO

DN
A

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 18

Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)
1. What does Monotheism mean? 

2. What do Jews believe about the name of God? 

3. What do orthodox and Reform Jews believe?

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS: Green Pen Reflection

Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)

1. What does Monotheism mean? 
Monotheism means the belief in one God.
2. What do Jews believe about the name of God? 
Jews refer God as Adonai or Hashem they write G-d as a sign of respect. 
3. What do orthodox and Reform Jews believe?
Orthodox Jews are strict Jews who follow their religious texts literally 
whereas Reform Jews are more modernised for e.g. reform Jews allow for 
men and women to mix in a synagogue whereas Orthodox Jews believe 
both should be segregated. 

19
LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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hoW did Judaism begin?
LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Jews believe that nearly 4000 years ago, in the Middle East, God chose a man 
named Abraham to begin a new religions based on the radical idea of worshipping 
one God. Abraham was the first Patriarch (founding father of Judaism). The second 
Patriarch was Abraham’s son Isaac, and the third was Isaac’s son and Abraham’s 
grandson Jacob. These three men are believed to be the spiritual and physical 
ancestors of all Jews. 

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To describe the stories of Abraham and Moses and explain why they are important.
Key words: Abraham, descendant, covenant and monotheism. 

Read through the information on pages 
12-13 and complete the question matrix

Who was Abraham, Isaac and 
Moses

Success Criteria:
 Write in full 

sentences
 Use your most 

beautiful 
handwriting 

 Use as many 
key words as 

you canStretch and Challenge:
Why are Abraham, Isaac and Jacob 
important to Jewish people?

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html


Abraham Isaac Jacob

What did Abraham believe 
originally?
Abraham believed…

What is the first way that God tested 
Abraham?
The first way God tested Abraham 
was…

What did God make with Abraham?
God made a …

Who was Isaac?
Isaac was…

How did God use Isaac to test 
Abraham?
God used Isaac to test Abraham by…

What did this test show God about 
Abraham?
This test showed that …

Who is Jacob related to and why?
Jacob is related to…

Where did Jacob settle?
Jacob settled in…

What are the twelve tribes of Israel 
and why are they called that?
The twelve tribes of Israel are…

The Patriarchs in Judaism
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Read through the story of Moses on page 13
Summarise the story in 5 bullet points.
You must include the key words on this slide. 

The story of Moses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Promised
Land

Plague

Who was Moses?
Pharaoh

Ten 
Commandments

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To describe the stories of Abraham and Moses and explain why they are important.
Key words: Abraham, descendant, covenant and monotheism. 

Who do you think is the most important Patriarch in Judaism? Abraham or Moses?               
Justify your opinion.

The most important figure in Judaism is…

For example… 

This means that…

This is a strong argument because…

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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The most important patriarch in Judaism is Abraham because he 
made the first promise with God. For example, God and Abraham 
made a covenant. This means that God told Abraham that he had 
chosen him and his descendants to be a great nation. This is a 
strong argument because without Abraham there would be no 
promise between God and the Jewish people, which would mean 
that Judaism would not exist.

Who do you think is the most important figure in Judaism?
Abraham or Moses? Justify your opinion.

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LESSON 3 – The Temple
Instructions:
1. Use the worksheet to find the meaning of the keywords listed on slide 31 and self assess slide 32.
2. Complete the DNA on slide 33 and self-Assess slide 34. 
3. Read the background information on slide 36  and using a highlighter, zoom in on and highlight any 

dates, times, places and key words which link with the Jewish Temple. 
4. Watch the entire video on slide 37. Type in the YouTube link into a web browser or access the video 

directly on YouTube by following the instructions on slide 37. Complete the task on slide 37- You may 
use your information sheet if you are stuck.  

5. Read the information sheet titled ‘The Temple? On slide 41. Summarise what the main Jewish beliefs 
are the first and second temple.

6. Using the same information sheet on slide 41, complete the check for understanding questions. 
7. At the end,  complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 39 which is your independent task. Once 

complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 40. 
8. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS DOWN, 

COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH 
INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 

32



LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.

DN
A

Questions 
Using the worksheet find the meanings of the keyword:

Ark of the Covenant.
Babylonian Exile
Mishna 
Pilgrimage

LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 33

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Questions 
Using the worksheet find the meanings of the keyword:
Ark of the Covenant- The box that has the two tablet of stone 
where the original 10 commandments were written. 
Babylonian Exile- When Jews were forced to live outside of 
Jerusalem under Babylonian rule. 
Mishna- Teachings of rabbis passed on orally.
Pilgrimage- Spiritual Journey. 

34
LO: To identify different groups within Judaism and explain Jewish beliefs about God.  
Key words: Orthodox, Reform, Adonai, Hashem, Denomination. 

DNA ANSWERS
Green Pen Reflection

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO:  To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.

Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)

1. Who was Abraham? (Write two or more key facts)

2. Who was Moses? (Write two or more key facts)

3. Explain how Judaism began. 

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Keywords: Ark of the Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishnah and Pilgrimage. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS : Green Pen Reflection
Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)

1. Who was Abraham? (Write two or more key facts on your entrance 
sheet) Jews regard Abraham (as he was later called) as the first Patriarch of the 
Jewish people. Abraham was the first person to teach the idea that there was only 
one God; before then, people believed in many gods. Ironically, Abraham's father, 
Terach, had made his living selling idols of various gods.

2. Who was Moses? (Write two or more key facts on your entrance sheet)
Moses is the most important Jewish prophet. He's traditionally credited with writing 
the Torah and with leading the Israelites out of Egypt and across the Red Sea. In 
the book of Exodus, he's born during a time when the Pharaoh of Egypt has ordered 
every male Hebrew to be drowned. 

3. Explain how Judaism began. 
Judaism began nearly 4,000 years ago in a place called the Middle East. This is a large area on 
the border of Asia, Africa and Europe. Judaism is the world’s oldest monotheistic religion, 
dating back nearly 4,000 years. Followers of Judaism believe in one God who revealed himself 
through ancient prophets. The history of Judaism is essential to understanding the Jewish 
faith, which has a rich heritage of law, culture and tradition.

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Keywords: Ark of the Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishnah and Pilgrimage. 
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LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Keywords: Ark of the Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishnah and Pilgrimage. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Jerusalem remains an important place of pilgrimage for Jewish people. Until the 
destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE and the Roman occupation of the city after 
the Bar Kokhba revolt, it used to be a duty for Jewish people to visit Jerusalem three 
times every year, to coincide with three major Jewish festivals -
Pesach, Shavuot and Sukkot.

According to Jewish tradition, all of creation began in Jerusalem. Other key events are 
believed to have happened in this important city, including:

•Mount Moriah, where Abraham showed he was prepared to sacrifice his son, Isaac. It 
was also here that Jacob dreamed of a ladder that went up to Heaven.
•King David captured Jerusalem around 3,000 years ago and made it the capital of the 
ancient Jewish people.

The first Temple was destroyed around 587 BCE, when a large proportion of the Jewish 
people were expelled from Jerusalem by the Babylonians and exiled to Babylonia. The 
Second Temple was built by the Jews after their return from Babylonia when Jerusalem 
was ruled by the Persian King Cyrus, and completed in 515 BCE. It was destroyed in 
70 CE by the Romans.

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Keywords: Ark of the Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishnah and Pilgrimage. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Watch the entire video

Type the full web address 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eI5O

HnRUqyQ

TASK: 
• Write down 3 key facts about the first 

temple.
• Create a timeline using the key 
information from the video. You must 

include the first temple, the second 
temple and the temple today.  

39

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Keywords: Ark of the Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishnah and Pilgrimage. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eI5OHnRUqyQ
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Success Criteria:
 Write in full sentences

 Highlight or underline key 
words

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Key words: Ark of Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishna and Commandment.  

Using pg. 14 and 15 read 
and complete the check for 
understanding questions. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Explain the importance of the first temple for Jews today. 

One Jewish belief about God is that…

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Key words: Ark of Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishna and Commandment.  

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One Jewish belief about the temple is that it is a  religious pilgrimage to 
Jews this is know as a spiritual journey. This is because it recognises the 
achievement of King Soloman’s rule. His father Kind David had wanted to 
build the great temple to rest the Ark of the  covenant which contained the 
10 commandments. The first temple allowed for people of different 
religions to pray. Jews also made sacrifices to God there until it was 
destroyed by the Babylonians. Therefore, the temple holds spiritual 
importance. 

LO: To explain the history of the Temple and the significance of it for Jews today.
Key words: Ark of Covenant, Babylonian Exile, Mishna and Commandment.  

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To evaluate who is the most important patriarch in Judaism.
Key words: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Patriarch, Descendant, Covenant, Monotheism. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LESSON 4 – The Messiah 
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 46 and self-Assess slide 47. 
2. Read the background information on slide 49  and using a highlighter, zoom in on and 

highlight any information on who the Messiah is and what the term Messiah means. 
3. Read the information sheet titled ‘The Messiah’ On slide 60. Summarise what the 

main Jewish beliefs are about the Messiah. Self-Assess on slide 51.
4. Complete the inference task on slide 52 using the quote on slide 59. 
5. Using the same information sheet on slide 60, complete the check for understanding 

questions. These can also be found on slide 53. 
6. Using the information sheet on slide 60 complete the tasks on slide 54.
7. At the end,  complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 55 which is your independent task. 

Once complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 56.
8. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 

IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 

48
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LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah. 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS : Green Pen Reflection
Fast Five Quiz: How much can you remember? 

Question Answer

What is the difference 
between Orthodox and 
liberal Jews? 

Orthodox Jews believe it is essential to keep traditional beliefs 
and the Jewish way of life alive, whereas Liberal Jews believe 
that Jewish belief and worship can change over time. 

What is a covenant? A covenant is an agreement between God and people. 

Who are the three patriarchs? Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

What is the Ark of the 
Covenant? 

The Ark of the covenant which is a box which housed the two 
tables of stone on which the Original Ten Commandments 
were written

Give one reason why the 
temple is important to Jews 

One reason why the temple is important to Jews is because in 
the centre of the Temple was the holy of holies, which was the 
holiest place where the Ark of the Covenant was kept 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Background information: 

The term Messiah was used to describe a ceremony in which 
a man was anointed with holy olive oil and crowned as King. 
This act was done by a prophet or a High priest. Later, Jews 
started using the word Messiah to mean a future king who 
would rule over them. According to the Tanakh, the Messiah 
would return Jews to Israel, bring peace, build the Third 
Temple and have a son who would be his heir. Some Jews 
are still waiting for this Messiah to come. 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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 Write in full sentences
 Include key words
 Think about what 

anointed means. 
 Think about how the 

key terms are linked. 

Everybody writes:
Explain what the term Messiah 
means in Judaism. 

The Messiah 
Anointed Holy olive oil

Tanakh

Prophet High Priest 

Third Temple 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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Success Criteria:
 Write in full sentences
 Include key words
 Think about what 

anointed means. 
 Think about how the 

key terms are linked. 

Exemplar:
Messiah means chosen one or anointed one this act 
was completed by a High Preist or a Prophet. Jews 
believe that the Messiah will return to the Jewish 
people to build the third temple and to bring peace. 
This is a time whereby, war will end it will be a time of 
freedom whereby the promise made between God and 
Jews will be restored forever. 

The Messiah 

Anointed 

Holy olive oil

Tanakh

Prophet High Priest 

Third Temple 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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. Success Criteria:

Write in full 
sentences

 Include key 
words

What do you 
think Messianic 
age means? 

Stretch and Challenge:

What are the key Jewish belief 
about the Messianic Age? 

‘He will judge between many peoples and will settle disputes for 
strong nations far and wide. They will beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nations will not 
take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war anymore’ 
(Micah verse 4.3)

The Messianic Age:
Some Jews believe that the arrival of the Messiah 
will be the start of a period of time known as the 
Messianic Age.

Stick the quotation in your book and highlight the key 
aspects of the messianic age. 

Then complete the following sentence:
The Messianic age is… Jews believe that the Messiah 

will…  

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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Different Jews have different beliefs about the Messiah.
Read through the information on page 17 under the heading 
‘Modern Jewish views’ then answer the following questions:
1. What do Orthodox Jews believe about the Messiah?
2. What are the 13 principles of faith? (look at page 16)
3. What do Reform Jews believe about the Messianic age?

Different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah 

Stretch and challenge:

What are the two main differences between Modern Jews and 
Orthodox Jews?

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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Christians believe that Jesus was 
the Messiah because in the Bible it 
says that he was a descendent of 
King David. Jews do not believe that 
he was the Messiah. 

Everybody writes:

Explain why Jews do not believe that 
Jesus was the Messiah. 

Scripture Divine  

Son of God 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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 Only Christians believe in the Messiah. 
Justify your opinion.

Christians are not the only religious group that believe in the 
Messiah because….

For example… (give an example of a source of wisdom)

This means… (explain your point here)

Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Two clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Success criteria:
 Use the worksheets to support your points.
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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Christians are not the only religious group that believe in the 
Messiah. Jews also believe that a Messiah will return and restore 
peace and justice to humanity including Jews. 
For example,  In the Tanach it states “He will judge between 
many peoples and settle dispute for strong nations and wide…” 
This means that the Messianic Age will be a time whereby 
freedom is restored and whereby God covenant i.e. promise is 
fulfilled. 

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the different Jewish beliefs about the Messiah.
Key words: Hassidic Jews, High Preist, Messiah and Prophet.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Question Answer

What is the difference between 
Orthodox and liberal Jews? 

What is a covenant? 

Who are the three patriarchs?

What is the Ark of the Covenant? 

Give one reason why the temple is 
important to Jews 



‘He will judge between many peoples and will settle disputes for 
strong nations far and wide. They will beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nations will not 
take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war anymore’ 
(Micah verse 4.3)

‘He will judge between many peoples and will settle disputes for 
strong nations far and wide. They will beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nations will not 
take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war anymore’ 
(Micah verse 4.3)

‘He will judge between many peoples and will settle disputes for 
strong nations far and wide. They will beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nations will not 
take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war anymore’ 
(Micah verse 4.3)
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LESSON 5 – The Tanakh. 
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 62 and self-Assess slide 63. 
2. Read the background information on slide 65  and using a highlighter, zoom in on and 

highlight any information on the Tanakh and why it is important to Jews. 
3. Watch the video on slide 66 and complete the Task on slide 66. 
4. Read the information sheet titled ‘The Tanakh’ On slide 72. Complete the task on slide 

67
5. Complete the inference task on slide 52 using the quote on slide 59. 
6. Using the information sheet on slide 74  complete the Task on slide 68
7. Using the information sheet on slide 72 complete the tasks on slide 69.
8. At the end,  complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 70 which is your independent task. 

Once complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 71.
9. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 

IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 
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LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture. 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  

Why do religions have holy books? (4 sentences)
OR
How would a Orthodox Jew interpret holy books differently from a 
Reform Jew?(4 sentences)
OR
‘Holy books should adapt to the 21st Century.’ Do you agree? 
Explain why. (4 sentences)
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DNA ANSWERS : Green Pen Reflection

Why do religions have holy books? (4 sentences)
Religions have holy books to guide them to complete righteous acts and to remain 
steadfast in their faith.
How would a Orthodox Jew interpret holy books differently from a Reform Jew?(4 
sentences)

Orthodox Jews would interpret the holy books literally and adhere to the religious 
duties and obligations. 
OR
‘Holy books should adapt to the 21st Century.’ Do you agree? Explain why. (4 
sentences). 
Religious should be adapted to meet the needs of society as society is more 
modernised and some of the laws in religion are not accepted in modern society for 
e.g. same-sex marriage. 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Background information: 

The Jewish holy book is known as the Tanakh or Hebrew Bible. The word Tanakh 
comes from the first letters of the three different parts of the book:
The Torah (T) which is the first five books of the Hebrew Bible. The Christian Bible 
also begins with these books, in the part which Christians call the Old Testament.
The Nevi'im (N) which are the books of the Jewish prophets such as Joshua and 
Isaiah.
Ketuvim (K) which is a collection other important writings.
The Torah has 613 commandments which are called mitzvah. They are the rules 
that Jews try to follow. The most important ones are the Ten Commandments given 
to Moses.
The Torah is so special that people are not allowed to touch it. It is kept in a safe 
place called an ark in the Jewish temple and when people read from the Torah, they 
use a special pointer stick called a yad to follow the words.

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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Watch the Video
Watch the entire video

Type the full web address 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=345&v=nw
Pti4ev2VY&feature=emb_title (Start 5:45)

or go to Youtube and type in the following: Holy cribs 
Judaism.

- TASK: 
- Write down What the Torah is? 
- Write down what a Yad is? 
- Write down the importance of keeping the Torah clean and 

respecting it? 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=345&v=nwPti4ev2VY&feature=emb_title
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Task
Using your worksheet fill 
in the Tanakh sheet.
Write down what you 
think Tanakh means. 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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.

Listen to the video

• Write down 5 key facts about the Torah.

*1HP* Challenge – Why is it important to carry 
on traditions? (4 sentences)

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QZ792rjcVE
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do
Task:

Write down what Ketuvim means 
how many years was written over? 
(Use textbook notes to help you)

Complete the tasks on page 17. 

Challenge: Which do you think is the 
most important holy book and why? 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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 The Torah is the most important holy book for Jews.’ Justify your opinion.

The Torah is the most important book because…

For example… (give an example of a source of wisdom)

This means… (explain your point here)

Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Two clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Success criteria:
 Use the worksheets to support your points.
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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The Torah is the most important holy book for Jews because the Torah (five books of 
Moses) is the most important section. The Torah contains the Ten Commandments , 
along with other religious principles or rules, such as the Nevi'im (Prophets) and the
Ketuvim (Writings). The Midrash is a collection of various commentaries on the Tenakh 
by ancient and early medieval rabbis.  It is stated that the Torah is the book of the law 
and is very sacred to Jews. This is kept on a scroll in the synagogue and a Yad is used to 
read from it. The Torah is therefore, the most important section of the Tanakh. The laws 
teach Jews how to live their everyday life to please God. This could be though which 
festivals to observe and how to treat others. 

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture.
Key words: Ark, Talmud, Yad and Mitzvot.  

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html




The Tanakh

The Tanakh is_________________________________________________________________________

In Hebrew, this literally 
means____________

It is  made up of 5 books:

1) _____________________

2) _____________________

3) _____________________

4) _____________________

5) Deuteronomy

This literally means 
_______________________
It was written under the 
authority of the 
_______________________
There are three main 
sections:

1) ___________________

2) ___________________

3) ___________________
Each section is divided up 
further in to different books. 
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LESSON 6 – Mitzvot.
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 76 and self-Assess slide 77. 
2. Read the background information on slide 79  and using a highlighter, zoom in on and 

highlight any information on the Mitzvot and highlight information that links to its’ 
importance.

3. Watch the video on slide 80 and complete the Task on slide 80.
4. Watch the video on slide 81 and complete the task on slide 81. 
5. Complete the inference task on slide 82 using the information sheet on slide 87. 
6. Using the information sheet on slide 87 complete the Task on slide 83
7. Using the inference sheet on slide 88 complete the task set on slide 84.
8. At the end,  complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 85 which is your independent task. 

Once complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 90.
9. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 

IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 
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Tuesday, 15 September 2020

DN
A

LO: To explain the significance of Jewish scripture. 

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS : Green Pen Reflection
Question: Answer:

1. What is the difference 
between Orthodox and 
Reform Jews?

Orthodox Jews really the holy texts word for word and 
are traditional. Reform Jews have a more relaxed and 
modern interpretation to the holy texts.

2.What is the Tanakh?
The Tanakh is the holy scriptures in Judaism and is made 
up of three parts – Torah, Nevi’im and Ketuvim.

3. Which is the most 
important Jewish Scripture?

Torah – Jewish laws. All written by Moses.

4. What does the word 
Messiah mean?

Anointed one.

5. What are the three parts 
of the Tenakh?

Torah, Nevi’im and Ketuvim.

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Background information: 

There are 613 mitzvot, which are Jewish rules or commandments. 
They cover many issues, including instructions about food, 
punishments and how God should be worshipped.
Jews agreed to follow these rules when they were given to Moses as 
part of the covenant. Following these laws is a core part of Jewish 
identity for many Jews.
The mitzvot can be read as a continuous list in theMishneh Torah, 
written by Moses Maimonides. Maimonides was a Jewish 
philosopher who contributed to Jewish understanding and 
interpretation of the Torah.

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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Watch the Video

Watch the entire video

Type the full web address 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=22&v=wiy
7DdVThnE&feature=emb_title

- TASK: 
Answer these questions in your books.

• What does Mitzvot mean? 
• What did special agent Grover do? 
• Which Mitzvot did he fulfil?

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=22&v=wiy7DdVThnE&feature=emb_title
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Kosher (‘fit or ‘correct’) 
– Food that is acceptable 
Trefah (‘torn’) – Food 
that is not Kosher

Watch the entire video

Type the full web address
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYk0KeYhqYQ

- TASK: 
As you watch the video consider the following questions:

1. What has to happen to meat for it to be Kosher?
2. What can Jewish people not mix together?
3. What foods are banned in Judaism?

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYk0KeYhqYQ
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What are the Mitzvot?

Everybody Writes:
Explain what Mitzvot are in Judaism. Include the key words from above in your 
answer

613 Mitzvot

gift

Commandment

punished rewarded

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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Read interpretations of the Mitzvot: 

• Write down how Orthodox and Reform 
Jews are different in observing the Mitzvot. 

Challenge: Which topics does the Mitzvot 
cover and why might they be important?

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.



Ta
sk ‘See, I am setting before you today a blessing and a curse –

the blessing if you obey the commands of the Lord your 
God that I am giving you today; the curse if you disobey the 
commands of the Lord your God and turn from the way that 
I commanded you today by following other gods, which 
you have not known.’

• Highlight the most important part of the quotation 
and the explain what this quotation teaches Jews 
today.

• Complete the questions on your textbook pages.

OR Challenge (for a house point): Explain what you think Orthodox Jews and 
Reform Jews would argue about the importance of following the Mitzvot. 

TASK

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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The Torah is the most important book because…

For example… (give an example of a source of wisdom)

This means… (explain your point here)

Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Two clear PEEL 
paragraph!

Success criteria:
 Use the worksheets to support your points.
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

Explain the importance of Mitzvot for Jews. 

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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These mitzvot form a personal covenant between a Jewish person and 
God. ... Moral mitzvot explain how Jews should act when dealing with 
other people. They help Jews to live as a community in a way that God 
finds acceptable. The Ten Commandments are important mitzvot as 
they are the basis for moral behavior. For example, there are Jewish laws 
called Kashrut laws that explain which food are acceptable and which are 
unacceptable. Overall, Mitzvot cover a wide range of topics for e.g. how 
Jews should live their life and put the needs of others first above their 
own. This is a fundamental belief for Jews. 

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the importance of mitzvot for different type of Jews
Key words: Kashrut, Kosher and Trefah.

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Question: Answer:

1. What is the difference between 
Orthodox and Reform Jews?

2.What is the Tanakh?

3. Which is the most important Jewish 
Scripture?

4. What does the word Messiah 
mean?

5. What are the three parts of the 
Tenakh?

DNA: Fast Five Quiz 



LESSON 7 – Synagogue 
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 97 using the information from previous lessons to help you. Self-assess 

your DNA using the answers on slide 98.
2. Read the background information on slide 100 and using a highlighter, zoom in on and highlight any 

information that explains the meaning of the synagogue and what the synagogue is used for. Using 
the background information write down why Jews do not have any images in the synagogue.

3. Watch the entire video. Type in the YouTube link into a web browser or access the video directly on 
YouTube by following the instructions on slide 101  Complete the task on slide 101.

4. Read the information sheet titled ‘Synagogue’ On slide 109. Using this information complete the 
tasks on slide 8. 

5. Using the same information sheet on slide 109, complete the Synagogue floorplan one is done for 
you. You can do this on paper or word, PowerPoint the template can be found on slide 104

6. Complete the Exit ticket on slide 105.
7. At the end, complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 106. which is your independent task. Once 

complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 107.
8. Review your learning by completing the sentences on slide 108.
9. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS DOWN, 

COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH 
INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 96
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Questions: What do I already know about the Jewish place of 
worship? 

What do Jews refer God  to? 

Who was  Abraham and Moses  and why were they important?

Identify three plagues that God sent down to the Pharoah? 

Great is the power of habit
97

Lo: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS
Green Pen Reflection
Questions

1. What do Jews refer God  to? Adonai or Hashem

2. Who was  Abraham and Moses  and why were they important?

Abraham and Moses were both  leaders for Jewish people. They had managed to save  Jews 
through many difficulties for e.g. Moses guided the Jews to return to safety by passing 
through the Red Sea and Abraham fought against his father to emphasise the belief in 
monotheism. 

3. Identify three plagues that God sent down to the Pharaoh? 

Water turning to blood, Flies and darkness.

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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synagogue
LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Background Information:

Synagogue means ‘bringing together’ or 'assembly'. A synagogue is a place of worship, gathering and education 
about the Jewish faith. On the outside of the building there is a Star of David and often a menorah.
The main prayers happen in the prayer hall, which is usually rectangular with seats on three sides facing inwards. 
There are certain features that appear in all synagogues, regardless of whether they are Orthodox or Reform.

All synagogues have a large cupboard facing Jerusalem called the aron hakodesh. It is the holiest place in the 
synagogue. It is the centerpiece of the synagogue and holds the Torah. It symbolizes the ark that held the tablets 
given to Moses. The Sefer Torah is a scroll kept inside the aron hakodesh. Handwritten by a scribe, it is covered with a 
mantle or cloth that is ornately decorated.

There are no images of God or people in a synagogue, as the Ten Commandments forbid worshipping idols.
Men and women sit in separate sections in Orthodox Jewish synagogues, while Reform Jews of different genders sit 
together to worship.
Orthodox Jews often refer to a synagogue as ‘shul’, which means school, and Reform Jews sometimes call it 
a ‘temple’.

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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TASK:

Type in the web address into a web browser or go  
Youtube and type this in the search bar. 

Watch the video-

• Write down in bullet points each feature of the 
synagogue. 

• Write down what the synagogue is used for?

• Write down whether men and women sit 
together or separately in the synagogue, give 
reasons why in your response. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwPti4ev2VY

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwPti4ev2VY
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Read the information 
sheet and answer the 
following questions: 

1. Why do men cover their 
heads when entering a 
Synagogue?

2. Where do men and 
women sit in the 
Synagogue?

3. What is Shabbat?
4. What is the Bimah?

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Inside the Synagogue:
Read through the information on 
the sheets and annotate the 
floorplan of the synagogue. You can 
do this on word or on paper. 

Make sure to write one sentence to 
explain what each part of the 
synagogue is.

The Ark: 
The cupboard where the Torah 
scrolls are kept. It is the most 
important part of the Synagogue.

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Check your 
understanding

Check your answers with 
the floor plan. Make any 
correction in Green pen. 

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Exit Ticket
Questions True or False

1. Abraham was originally a polytheist.
2. The Three Patriarchs are Abraham, 
Isaac and Ishmael
3. All Synagogues have an Ark 
containing the Torah.
4. The ner tamid hangs above the
bimah.
5. The bimah represents the sacrificial 
altar from the Temple.

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Explain two Features of a synagogue.

One Feature of a Synagogue is….

For example… (give an example of a feature)

This means… (explain your point here)

Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Two clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Success criteria:
 Use the three bullet points to support you. 
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One feature of a synagogue is the Ark. Every synagogue contains an Ark, which is a cupboard where 
the Torah Scrolls, which contain the text of the Hebrew Bible, are kept, and a desk from which to 
read the Torah.

For example, t he Hebrew words of the Ten Commandments are usually written somewhere above 
the ark. The Ark is named after the wooden chest which held the stone tablets of the Covenant that 
God gave to Moses on Mount Sinai. 

The Ark is therefore significant as it is the most important place in the synagogue and a focal point 
for prayer. 

Therefore, Jews adhere to the Ark as a worshipper is facing the direction of the Ark it is as though 
they are facing ‘Jerusalem’ a Holy site for Jews. 

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the key features of a Jewish place of worship. 
Key words: Torah, Reform, ten commandments and Orthodox Jew, menorah and Tallit.   
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LESSON 8 – Value of Human life.  
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 115 using the information from previous lessons to help you. Self-assess 

your DNA using the answers on slide 116.
2. Read the background information on slide 118 and using a highlighter, zoom in on and highlight any 

information that explains the meaning of Pikuach Nefesh. Look at the image on slide 118 and write 
down in bullet point what is happening in each image.

3. Watch the entire video. Type in the YouTube link into a web browser or access the video directly on 
YouTube by following the instructions on slide 119 Complete the task on slide 119.

4. Read the information sheet titled ‘Value of Human life’ On slide 124. Using this information complete 
the tasks on slide 120. 

5. At the end, complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 121 which is your independent task. Once 
complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 122.

6. Review your learning by completing the sentences on slide 31.
7. Use the questions on slide 123 for your parents to test your knowledge.

8. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS DOWN, 
COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH 
INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 
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LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 

DN
A-

Ac
tiv

at
e Questions: What do I already know about the Pikuach Nefesh?

Great is the power of habit
115

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 
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DNA ANSWERS
Green Pen Reflection

Question: Answer:

What are Jews not allowed to do on Shabbat?
Jews are not allowed to work on Shabbat.

How many Mitzvot are there in the Torah?
There are 613 Mitzvot in the Torah.

Name four features  of a synagogue? 
Ark, Menorah, Bimah, Torah and Siddur. 

What is the kippa? It is a skullcap which Jewish men wear to cover their 
heads.

Who received the 10 commandments from God? 
Explain why.  

Moses received the 10 commandments because God 
wanted the Israelites (Jews) to follow God’s law. 

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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value of human life
LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh.

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 
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Background information:

Pikuach nefesh is derived from the biblical verse, 
"Neither shall you stand by the blood of your 
neighbor" (Lev. 19:16). According to 
pikuach nefesh a person must do everything in 
their power to save the life of another, even 
donate bodily organs.

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-5hFUyxMTQ
TASK:

Type in the web address into a web browser or go  
Youtube and type this in the search bar. 

Watch the video-

• Write down in bullet points what Pikuach 
Nefesh is and why it is important.

• Which rules can Jews break to fulfil Pikuach 
Nefesh? 

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-5hFUyxMTQ
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LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

Applying your learning:
Using what you know about Pikuach Nefesh fill in the table to explain what a 
Jewish person would argue. 

Success Criteria:
 Write in full 

sentences 
 Include key words.

Stretch-it: Add your own examples of a situation where a 
Jewish person might use Pikuach Nefesh.

Pikuach Nefesh applies here if no one can cover your shift 
then it is important to drive people to the hospital to 
save lives.
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LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

Therefore, (link back to the question) 

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 

Pikuach Nefesh is important because 

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question
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LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 

Pikuach nefesh is important as it means saving someone's life. 
This means that certain Jewish rules of observing Shabbat can be 
broken to save someone.  
For example if someone has fainted this means therel ife is 
valuable and Jews must do everything to save them. In 
Leviticcuss it says Neither shall you stand by the blood of your 
neighbour. This is important to Jews as it means that if someone 
is harmed in any way preserving their life is priority. 
Therefore Jews must do everything to fulfil this obligation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 
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LESSON 9 – Rosh Hashana
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 130 using the information from previous lessons to help you. 

Self-assess your DNA using the answers on slide 131
2. Read the background information on slide 134 and using a highlighter, zoom in on and 

highlight any information that explains the meaning of Rosh Hashana any key dates and 
reasons why it is celebrated.

3. Watch the entire video. Type in the bbc link into a web browser or access the video directly 
on bbc bite size by following the instructions on slide 134. Complete the task on slide 134

4. Read the information sheet titled ‘Festivals’ On slide 143. Using this information add to your 
notes from the video task on slide 135 self assess your notes on slide 136. 

5. On slide 137 complete a source of wisdom and authority task- Interpret the meaning. 
6. At the end, complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 138 which is your independent task. Once 

complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 139
7. Review your learning by completing the sentences on slide 140. 
8. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS 

DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF 
EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 
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LO:To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana. 

DN
A

Questions:

Great is the power of habit
130

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html


Question: Answer:

What does Pikuach Nefesh mean? 
Why is it  important?

Pikuach Nefesh means Saving human life. 
This is important because if it comes 
down to fulfilling a religious duty that can 
be broken in order to save life.

How many Mitzvot are there in the 
Torah?

There are 613 Mitzvot.

Include a quote which the rabbi 
mentioned about Pikuach nefesh.

“One who follows the law to save life is worthy of 
praise. One who doesn’t sheds blood.”

What is the kippa? A kippa is a skullcap which Jewish men 
wear. 

Which four laws can Jews break to 
fulfil Pikuach Nefesh? 

Kashrut law, Shabbat, Yom kippur and Rosh 
Hashana. 

DNA: Fast Five Quiz 
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LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   

Rosh Hashanah is the Jewish New Year festival. It lasts two days and commemorates the 
creation of the world.
Rosh Hashanah is also a judgement day, when Jews believe that God considers a 
person's good and bad deeds over the last year and decides what the next year will be like 
for them.
Rosh Hashanah is a time of asking for forgiveness of sins. Many Jews believe that God 
keeps a Book of Life with the names of everyone who is sorry for what they have done 
wrong. At Rosh Hashanah, Jews hope that they and their loved ones will be written in the 
Book of Life.
Judaism teaches that God decides on the first day of the year who will be forgiven, so they 
will ensure they apologise to everybody they have been unkind to during the past year. 
God makes his final judgement on Yom Kippur which means Day of Atonement.

Background Information

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.

Rosh Hashana

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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TASK:

Type in the web address into a web browser or go  
Youtube and type this in the search bar. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/29363650

Watch the video-

• Write down in bullet points what Rosh 
hashana is and why it’s important?

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/29363650
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Mind-Map what Rosh 
Hashana is and what 
is involved. 

Stretch and challenge: 
What is the most significant 
feature of Rosh Hashana 
and why? 

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   
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Tishri is declared by the 
blowing of the shofar –

ram’s horn.

What is 
Rosh 

Hashanah?

1.

4.

3.

2.

5.

Jewish New Year festival – 7th

Month of the Jewish Calendar 
– Tishri.

The festival lasts for 2 days. Jewish people wish each other well for 
the coming year and eat pieces of 

apple dipped in honey.
This symbolises that the new year will 

be a sweet and happy one.

Second event: God judging the 
Jewish people and opening the 

‘Book of Life.’ Weighing people’s 
good and bad deeds.

Jewish people wish each Rosh Hashanah 
celebrates two key events: 

God creating the world in 6 days and 
resting on the 7th.

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   
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(Leviticus 23:23-25)
The Festival of Trumpets
23 The LORD said to Moses, 24 “Say to the Israelites: ‘On the first 
day of the seventh month you are to have a day of Sabbath 
rest, a holy meeting celebrated with trumpet blasts. 25 Do no 
regular work, but present a food offering to the LORD.’”

What do you think it means by a 
festival of trumpets?

Jews are told to mark Rosh Hashanah in four ways. What are they?

1._________________________________________________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________________________________________________

3._________________________________________________________________________________________

4._________________________________________________________________________________________

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Explain the importance of Rosh Hashana

Rosha Hashana is important because 

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   
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Rosh Hashanah is the Jewish New Year festival. It lasts two days and 
commemorates the creation of the world. Rosh Hashanah is also a judgement day, 
when Jews believe that God considers a person's good and bad deeds over the last 
year and decides what the next year will be like for them. Rosh Hashanah is a 
celebration of the creation of the world and marks making a fresh start.
It is a time for people to reflect on the past year and to ask for forgiveness for 
anything wrong they feel they have done. 

They can also think about their priorities in life and what it important to them.
The festival also marks a time of judgment, when Jewish people believe that God 
balances a person's good acts over the last year with their bad acts, and decides 
what the coming 12 months will be like for them.

LO: To explain the importance of Rosh Hashana.
Key words: Jewish new year, Tishri, saving, soul and creation.   
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the importance of Pikuach Nefesh. 
Key words: Human life, sanctity of life, Pikuach Nefesh, Orthodox and Reform Jew. 



Question: Answer:

What does Pikuach Nefesh mean? 
Why is it  important?

How many Mitzvot are there in the 
Torah?

Include a quote which the rabbi 
mentioned about Pikuach nefesh.

What is the kippa?

Which three laws can Jews break to 
fulfil Pikuach Nefesh? 

DNA: Fast Five Quiz 
The picture can't be displayed.



(Leviticus 23:23-25)
The Festival of Trumpets
23 The LORD said to Moses, 24 “Say to the Israelites: ‘On the first 
day of the seventh month you are to have a day of Sabbath 
rest, a holy meeting celebrated with trumpet blasts. 25 Do no 
regular work, but present a food offering to the LORD.’”

What do you think it means by a festival of trumpets?

Jews are told to mark Rosh Hashanah in four ways. What are they?

1.________________________________________________________________________________________
_

2.________________________________________________________________________________________
_

3.________________________________________________________________________________________
_

4.________________________________________________________________________________________
_
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LESSON 10 – Yom Kippur. 
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA on slide 149 using the information from previous lessons to help you. 

Self-assess your DNA using the answers on slide 150
2. Read the background information on slide 153 and using a highlighter, zoom in on and 

highlight any information that explains the meaning of Yom Kippur, any key dates and 
reasons why it is celebrated.

3. Watch the entire video. Type in the bbc link into a web browser or access the video directly 
on bbc bite size by following the instructions on slide 153. Complete the task on slide 153.

4. Read the information sheet titled ‘Festivals’ On slide 163 . Using this information add to your 
notes from the video task on slide 61. 

5. On slide 154 complete a source of wisdom and authority task- Interpret the meaning. 
6. At the end, complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 156 which is your independent task. Once 

complete, use the teacher exemplar to self-assess your work on slide 157. 
7. Review your learning by completing the sentences on slide 158.
8. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET IS 

DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF 
EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 
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Questions: What do I already know about Yom Kippur? 

Great is the power of habit
149

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
. 

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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DNA ANSWERS
Green Pen Reflection

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Yom Kippur means Day of Atonement. It is the most sacred and solemn day in the Jewish calendar.
Yom Kippur is a day to reflect on the past year and ask God's forgiveness for any sins. Jews do not work 
or go to school on this day.
When is Yom Kippur?
Yom Kippur is celebrated in September or October in the UK. In 2020 Yom Kippur will begin in the 
evening of Sunday 27 September.
Yom Kippur is ten days after Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, which celebrates the anniversary of 
the creation of the world.
What is the story of Yom Kippur?
When the Israelite's left Egypt, they went to Mount Sinai. Moses climbed to the top of the mountain 
and God gave him two tablets with the Ten Commandments on them.
The first commandment told people that they should not worship anyone other than God. However, 
when Moses went down the mountain, he found the Israelites worshiping a golden calf.
Moses was so angry that he threw the sacred tablets on the floor and they shattered. The Israelites 
then atoned for their wrongdoing. God forgave them and gave Moses a second set of tablets.

Background information:

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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yom Kippur
•LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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TASK:

Type in the web address into a web browser. 
Watch the video-

• Bullet point what Yom kippur is and why it is 
celebrated?

Why is this festival important? What are the main 
symbolism of this festival? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/z4vvjh
v

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/z4vvjhv
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“Seek the Lord while he may be found” 
(Isaiah 5:6)

This refers to the ten days between Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur, when God is 
closest to those who sincerely want to 

return to Him. (Talmud)

Write the quote 
and write what 
this quote 
means? How 
does this link to 
Yom Kippur? 

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Questions True or False

1. Abraham was originally a polytheist.
2. The Three Patriarchs are Abraham, 
Isaac and Ishmael
3. Yom kippur means day of 
atonement. 
4. Rosh Hashana is not a festival
5. Pikuach Nefesh means saving 
someone's life. 

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

Explain the importance of Yom Kippur

Yom Kippur is important because 

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 
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Yom Kippur is a day to reflect on the past year and ask God's forgiveness for 
any sins. Jews do not work or go to school on this day.

For Example, in the Torah it states Seek the Lord while he may be found” 
(Isaiah 5:6). This means that one should not loose hope in the mercy of G-D. 
This also refers to the ten days between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, 
when God is closest to those who sincerely want to return to Him. 

Therefore Jews believe that they should reconcile and maintain peace for the 
start of a peaceful year. 

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain how Jews celebrate Yom Kippur. 
Key words: Fasting, 25hrs, Yom kippur, Atonement and reconciliation. 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/judaism-an-ancient-abrahamic-religion.html
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Lesson 11– Moses and the 10 plagues.
Instructions:
1. Complete the DNA questions on slide 165 and self-assess using a green pen and the 

answers on slide  166. 
2. Read the background information on slide 168.
3. Type in the video link into a web browser and watch the youtube video on the story 

of Moses in full slide 169.
4. Complete the story board template about the story of Moses and write a sentence 

describe each box. You must also draw images and colour them in where possible. 
Slide 170

5. Complete a PEEL paragraph on Moses and the 171 plague on slide 172. Once Review 
slide 173.

6. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 
IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 164



LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.

DN
A

Questions

1. Who is the founding of father in Judaism? 

2. Why are Abraham and Moses both important in Judaism?

3. How do Jews refer to God? 

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  165
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Questions
1. Who is the founding of father in Judaism? 
Abraham and his patriarchs. 

2. Why are Abraham and Moses both important in Judaism?
The most important figure in Judaism is Abraham because he made the 
first promise with God. For example, God and Abraham made a covenant.
Moses is important because he delivered the Jewish people from slavery, 
brought them to the Promised Land and gave them the Torah. 

3. How do Jews refer to God? 
Adonai, Hashem and G-D. 

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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moses and the ten plagues
LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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Background Information
God asked Moses to lead his people out of slavery in Egypt to the Promised Land. Moses was at first 
reluctant, thinking that the Israelites would not believe he had heard the word of God. God then gave 
Moses special powers and inspired by this, Moses returned to Egypt and demanded freedom for his 
people.

At first, the Pharaoh refused to let the Israelites leave, then God unleashed 10 plagues on the Egyptians. 
It was the tenth plague - the plague of the firstborn - which eventually persuaded the Pharaoh to let them 
go. It was announced that the first-born sons in every household would die, but the sons of the Israelites 
would be saved if they marked their door posts with the blood of a lamb killed in sacrifice. They had to 
cook the lamb and eat it that night with bitter herbs and unleavened bread. These are the origins of the 
Jewish Festival: Passover.

The Pharaoh then changed his mind, and sent his army in pursuit of the Israelites. 600 chariots pursued 
them, but famously, the waters of the Red Sea parted; the Israelites walked through, then the waters 
returned and destroyed the Pharaoh's army.

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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TASK:

Type in the web address into a web browser or go  
Youtube and type this in the search bar. 

Watch the video-

• Write down in bullet points what happens. 

• Write down three plagues that you can think of 
from the video. 

• After you have watched the video, complete 
the story board on the next slide.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65KgsHvFKd4

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Explain why the story of Moses and the ten Plague is important.

One reason why this story is important is because…

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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Explain why the story of Moses and the ten Plague is important.

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  

The story of Moses and the ten plague is important as it symbolises compassion and 
mercy. Moses had shown compassion to those who were kept slaves under Pharaoh's 
reign and therefore, freed them from slavery. 
This is evidence in Exodus where is shows that “The Pharaoh then changed his mind, 
and sent his army in pursuit of the Israelites.” 
This shows that at first Pharaoh did not listen to Moses or G-D and refused to free the 
saves however, when G-D sent the ten plagues Pharaoh had changed his mind and 
allowed Moses to lead the slaves to Mount Sinai whereby Moses had parted the red-
sea in order to go through. This shows the miracle of Moses and that G-D sent Moses as 
a blessing to mankind. 
Therefore, for Jews, this story is significant to their identity.
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To explain the story of Moses and the ten plagues.
Key word: Plague, Passover, Pasach, Ten Commandments, Slavery, Egypt, Exodus.  
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Lesson 12– Kosher
• Instructions
1. Complete the DNA questions on slide 179 and self-assess using a green pen and the 

answers on slide 180.
2. Read the background information on slide 182. Define what Kosher means and give 

examples of Kosher.
3. Type the video links on slide 183 into a web browser and watch the entire video. 

Complete the task asking you to write bullet points. 
4. Complete the fill in the blanks on slide 184 for both Judaism and Islam. Use the 

answers on slide 185 to self-assess once complete.
5. Complete the PEEL paragraph on slide 186. Use the teacher exemplar on slide 187 to 

self-assess your answer.
6. Complete your review of learning on slide 188.
7. PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET OR YOUR INTERNET 

IS DOWN, COMPLETE THE ‘CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDNG’ QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM OF EACH INFORMATION SHEET FROM THE TEXTBOOK. 

178



LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews. 

DN
A

Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)

1. What is meant by Pikuach Nefesh? 

2. What are the examples of Pikuach Nefesh? 

3. Which Jewish events can be broken to adhere to Pikuach Nefesh.

Great is the power of habit

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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Questions (knowledge recap from previous lessons)

1. What is meant by Pikuach Nefesh? 
Saving someone's life.

2. What are the examples of Pikuach Nefesh? 
Driving someone to the ambulance, stopping a fight from happening and 
calling a family member if someone is harmed.

3. Which Jewish events can be broken to adhere to Pikuach Nefesh.
Shabbat, Yom kippur and Rosh Hashana.

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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The kosher kitchen
Kashrut
The word kashrut comes from the Hebrew letters Kaf-Shin-Reish, meaning fit, proper or correct. Kashrut refers to 
the set of Jewish food and dietary laws contained in the Torah, mainly in Leviticus 11:1-23. 
Orthodox Jews will keep to these food laws strictly, however, some Reform or Liberal Jews may choose not to.
Kosher
The term kosher refers to foods which Jews are allowed to eat. Kosher means fit, and is the label used for all foods 
that Jews are permitted to eat. Kosher foods include:
•all fruit 
•all vegetables 
•animals with split hooves that also chew the cud
•some birds, eg chicken, duck, turkey are favoured, but birds of prey are prohibited 
•fish that have both fins and scales
Animals will only be considered kosher if they have been slaughtered in a certain way. They have to be slaughtered 
in a way that causes the least amount of pain to the animal. This involves cutting the animals' throat with a razor-
sharp knife which causes an immediate loss of consciousness and death to avoid prolonged suffering. This method of 
slaughter is known as shechitah.

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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Watch the video:
Type in the video link into a web browser and watch the entire video. 

TASK: Watch the video. 
• Which types of food is Kosher? 
• Watch the second video: How do Jews prepare their food. 

Video 1: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqwmpv4

Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifKFC4jYqS8

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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K is for Kosher and Other Food Laws
Judaism 

The food laws are known as _______________ or Kosher. Jewish people can eat most kinds of meat 

but the animals must be prepared in a way that leaves no ____________ in the meat. 

____________ and ________________ can’t be cooked alongside each other. Some Jewish people 

have two ____________, two ___________ and two sets of _____________.  Some types of meat 

are forbidden including anything from a _____________. 

Islam

Muslims have food laws called ___________which means permissible or _____________.  They also 

prepare meat in a way so that no ______________ is left in the animal. Muslims also do not eat 

______________.



ANSWERSJudaism 

The food laws are known as _Kashrut laws or Kosher. Jewish people can eat most kinds of 

meat but the animals must be prepared in a way that leaves no blood in the meat. Dairy

and meat can’t be cooked alongside each other. Some Jewish people have two fridges, 

two ovens and two sets of sinks.  Some types of meat are forbidden including anything 

from a pig. 

Islam

Muslims have food laws called Halal which means permissible or Haram.  They also 

prepare meat in a way so that no bloodis left in the animal. Muslims also do not eat 

Pork/Pig.
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Therefore, (link back to the question) 

Explain one reason why Kosher food is important to Jews. 

One reason why Kosher food is important is because…

For example… (give an example)

This is important to Jews because…(explain your point here)

Success criteria:
 Use the information sheet to help you
 Explain fully using PEEL paragraphs 
 Include a religious teaching and key words 
 Include an example 
 Give clear points which link to the question
 Link your paragraph back to the question

One clear PEEL 
paragraph!

10 minutes

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 

Explain one reason why Kosher food is important to Jews. 

One reason why Kosher is important is because Jews believe that they are following the 
Kashrut laws which is G-D’s  laws. The word kashrut comes from the Hebrew letters Kaf-
Shin-Reish, meaning fit, proper or correct.
For example  Kashrut refers to the set of Jewish food and dietary laws contained in the 
Torah, mainly in Leviticus 11:1-23.  Orthodox Jews will keep to these food laws strictly, 
however, some Reform or Liberal Jews may choose not to. 
Kosher food is regarded important because it is a commandment that Jews must follow 
and it is food that G-D has made permissible for them. 
Therefore, Jews will abide by the commandments given to them by God. 
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One thing I have learnt from this lesson is…

How does this link to what I already know?...

One thing I found difficult from this lesson is…

One question I have about this lesson is…

One thing I would like support with is…

LO: To describe what is kosher food and why is it important to Jews.
Key words: Kosher food, Kashrut laws, Permissible, Unacceptable. 
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